Portable Scene Light 2 (Available in July)

With
AC/DC
Charger

Pre-Order Yours for July Delivery
Only $549.95

Pro Tac 2L-X 500
Lumens

Survivor Alkaline

LED
SURVIVOR
ALKALINE

Only
$64.95

$49.95
Multi Fuel Tactical Flashlight
Uses rechargeable 18650 USB battery
or 2 CR123A Batteries.
18650 Battery transforms PT2L-X Into
Rechargeable System

175 Smoke Piercing Lumens
High - Low- Emergency Flash Modes
3 1/2 Hour Run Time
Easily Converted to Rechargeable

STINGER HL

350 Lumens

840 Lumens
High - Medium - Low
Includes AC Charger

VANTAGE 2

$126.95

Easily Attaches to helmet

$89.95

Includes AC Charger

NOCO UltraSafe Lithium Jump
Starters
Portable lithium- ion jump packs will start your
dead battery in seconds. Featuring patented
safety technology that provides spark proof
connections and reverse polarity protection.
These powerful battery boosters double as a
portable power source for charging your USB
accessories.
GB40 - Provides up to 1000 amps - Rated for gas
engines up to 6 liters and diesels up to 3 liters.
Holds a charge up to one year!

$99.95
GB70 - Provides up to 2000 amps - Rated for gas
engines up to 8 liters and diesels up to 6 liters.
Holds a charge up to one year!

$199.95
GB150 - Provides up to 4000 amps - Jump starts
up to 10 liter gas or diesel engines . Built in
voltmeter.

$299.95

ONLY
$149.95

The NSR-1514C Rechargeable LED Area Light
Kit is perfect when portability is important.
This area light cranks out an impressive 1,000
lumens of light on high and 500 lumens on
low. The light can be swiveled allowing the
user to position the fixture exactly wherever
light is needed and the heavy-duty magnetic
base allows the light to be attached to most
metal surfaces for hands-free operation. The
area light kit includes an adjustable handle, a
6’ tripod with camlock adjusters, and AC and
DC power supplies all placed inside a durable
carrying case.

